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The sun never sets is the motto of a far away nation-state at the dawn of the Scientific
Age. It’s scattered across different continents and it’s besieged by a neo-colonial nation whom
decline has been ongoing since the end of the Second World War. A neo-colonial nation that
prides itself as a nation of immigrants, that values itself in it’s freedom of speech, and revels in
it’s tolerance of race and ideological opinion. Yet its economic and military policies have
revealed the U.S. to be far-right in comparison to other developed countries that has since then
refused to partake in the dominance of free-markets, the rise of a service base economy, and
the willingness to reward private interest while slashing domestic spending and encouraging
the radicalization of the political spectrum.

It’s an undiscovered country that has become a nation of cult-leadership and flaw policy
making. A country that has gone its separate ways and establish itself as a model country of
savage cuts to public spending, poor health-care and stagnate wages. It has failed to live up to
standards when it comes to education as the European states or even measure up to the
infrastructure of Hong Kong. It has since then revealed itself to be nation-state on the verge of
authoritarianism as war-like and free-market policies take over the American landscape. It has
revealed a deeply divided and paranoid nation that expresses fundamental religious divisions
and class indifferences. Only then has the undiscovered country been besieged by enormous
anger and hate with the political establishment profoundly divided.

The U.S. has become a cult. A cult-following has ensued across different party lines.
Where leadership must follow orders from the private sector. But let’s be exact. The U.S. was,
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in many different respects, bound to detach itself from the constitutional order that laid the
groundwork for the Federalist policies of the early American founding figures. Since then the
constitutional order has become more inert. With each accumulating decade the U.S.
Constitution became more irrelevant to social progress. Social progress that is both cognizant
of international necessity of human and economic rights. The U.S. nevertheless has become
victim to private markets. Where rewarding the private sector became the U.S. national norm.
Compromising the achievements of the 1960’s New Left and the civil rights era.

Other countries have pursued policies which are more open to social progress; that
though seemingly populace, has favor public social spending to pacify the civilian population.
But as well has remained independently self-governing but detach from the demands of the
American leadership.

The far-away nation, in which the sun never sets, has seen the transition from classical
imperialism to a scattered nation across different continents. A nation independently selfgoverning but united in its core ideal of a common interest. A common interest that can be
said to be the internationalist model. The internationalist model that is antagonist to
suppression and domination but more incline to pursue mutual economic trade and through its
military alliance across the different continents they shield themselves from any external threat
to its independence and longevity. That is, the sun never sets on the Common Wealth of
Nations.
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Only then has American society seen itself more beleaguered by national strife. It has
seen itself more on the verge of being divided states with separate economic motives that is
detach from the federalist commitment to the House of Congress and the Executive Office. It
has use its militaristic policies to implement a suppressive military industrial complex that
wagers battle grounds and animosity. The U.S. being a surrounded nation, has since then
witness the setting of the sun across the different regional states.
Only time will tell when the U.S. succumbs to third world policies. Where much of the
planet, besides the U.S., pursues the internationalist norm of self-governance and a military
alliance that stresses common economic interest.
The U.S. is a defiant nation but also fooled by a flaw constitutional order. A
constitutional order that has not been able to adapt to modernization and social progress.
Subjecting the U.S. to unreasonable policy decision making while its war-like policies has
crippled the U.S. capacity to sustain a vibrant military alliance. The disenchantment with the
United States growing protectionist movement has rendered the U.S. incapable to manage
world-affairs. U.S. decline becomes imminent and ominous. With national animosity more
apparent to the United States economic and political establishment.
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